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In this report, we’ll look at the food section of CPG (Consumer Packaged 

Goods), also known as FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods).

For CPG, the consumer connection is key. With a short customer journey, 

purchases are often made quickly. And those split-second decisions are 

driven by how the consumer connects with your brand.

How do you build those connections? It’s down to understanding your 

consumers - analyzing their pain points and desires, so you become a 

vital element of their lives. And that is down to consumer insights.

These are the trends, topics, 

and challenges faced by the 

food industry as it deals with 

COVID-19 and the repercussions 

of the pandemic. Providing you 

with a broader consideration 

of your audience. And enabling 

data-driven decisions to power 

your sales in the coming years.

CPG - Where the consumer 
comes first
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COVID-19 has been a double-edged sword for the industry. For many, it has led to increased demand and sales. Yet that 

increase led to new challenges, with brands facing flack for product shortages, production delays, delivery issues, and 

more. Plus, evolving buying habits are remolding consumer needs.

• The enforced quarantine and need for isolation has made people switch from brick and mortar stores, to 

online retailers. In the US, online grocery sales have jumped from 24% in 2019, to 34% in Q1 2020. With that 

expected to grow in the coming years.

• People are switching to more self-sufficient means. From growing their own fruit and vegetables, to learning 

how to make hard to find products. Views of recipe and cooking videos increased 45% from 2019. A trend that 

again, is changing consumers’ habits.

The coronavirus has 
consumers switched on(line)

https://www.businessinsider.com/online-grocery-report-2020?r=US&IR=T
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/feature/understanding-consumer-mindset-during-coronavirus/#consumption-and-expenditure
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/feature/understanding-consumer-mindset-during-coronavirus/#consumption-and-expenditure
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The industry didn’t particularly suffer during the crisis, unlike the hospitality or entertainment industries, but it certainly 

changed. Conversation Clusters monitor the broad topics, providing insights into how your wider audience is evolving.

• Cookies, candy, cake, chocolate (24%). During a crisis, we seek comfort. While we saw home fitness 

dominated during the initial outbreak of the coronavirus, health food wasn’t as big. People turned to 

chocolate, candy, and other sugary goodies for reassurance.

• Black Lives Matter conversations (14.6%). Some brands took a public stance during a monumental period 

in the US, with several even listening to consumers, and adapting their product brands to tackle racial 

stereotypes.

• Recipes, cooking and baking (8.9%). The social data supports the search data above. People are discussing 

their baking experiences and favorite recipes online.

• Food ASMR (7.5%). People turned to autonomous sensory meridian response videos during the lockdown as 

a way to relax (+21% Q1 to Q2 2020). These calming audiovisual videos often use food as props, giving you an 

opportunity to connect your product to a different audience.

Overarching conversations 
predict a recipe for change

Conversation Clusters are a user-friendly data visualization tool that 
helps you instantly uncover, understand, and visualize the context 

around any topic at a glance

https://www.talkwalker.com/blog/trend-research-with-conversation-clusters
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Focusing on customer concerns can help you 

identify the issues you need to tackle, as well as flag 

potential crises points. For the CPG industry, there’re 

a few noticeable trends. The economic impact of 

the crisis is increasing people’s worry about financial 

stability. Financial health and unemployment 

are causing unease, which will mean an increase 

in consumers budgeting more effectively, and 

focusing more on essential goods and services. 

In the coming months, you should consider more offers, discounts, and coupons to help your audience to budget 

more effectively.

The rise of e-commerce also increased the potential for price gouging (not to say that brick and mortar stores can’t 

price gouge, but it’s easier to view and share when spotted on online stores).

Mentions of price gouging peaked as the world entered lockdown, with mentions now nearer ambient levels. But 

people are more aware of the issue, so future price adjustments should be done cautiously to avoid accusations of 

profiteering from the crisis.

Consumers concerned price 
gouging will bite their budgets
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Overall, the meatpacking industry took a hit during the crisis. Because meat packing factories are generally densely 

populated with employees, some became epicenters for COVID-19 outbreaks. 

This culmination of issues drove an increase in negative sentiment for the industry. These issues included:

• Employee safety. The concern for the wellbeing of workers has increased dramatically.

• Product contamination. Some consumers were concerned that the issue may have caused products to 

be contaminated, and therefore unsafe to eat.

• Product shortages. With a significant number of meatpackers closed, there was increased worry about 

product shortages.

When you look at the top themes around the industry, sentiment is increasing, but the issue is far from going away. 

Expect the meatpacking industry to still be facing issues in the coming months.

Industry topic - There’s a beef 
with meatpacking
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Over the past few months, the Black Lives Matter 

movement has become critical for raising 

awareness of inequality and injustice across the 

US and the globe.

Many brands initially responded to the crisis, 

reaffirming their position on supporting the black 

community.

 

But this wasn’t enough. Brands had to look more 

internal, and reassess their brand positioning. 

Several historic brands weren’t appropriate in 

a more diverse world, and so many companies 

have decided to rebrand in the coming months. 

For example, Aunt Jemima.

Prior to June 17 (when the company announced 

they would change their branding), there was little mention of Aunt Jemima linked to the Black Lives Matter 

movement. The decision wasn’t a response to an immediate crisis on social media, but one based on listening to the 

broader conversation happening across the US and the world, and understanding long term criticism of the brand.

It was a difficult one to take. Sentiment for the brand dropped post announcement. While some supported the move, 

others thought it was too late. It may even be seen as an erasure of the history of Aunt Jemima.

Industry topic -  
Black Lives Matter

https://twitter.com/benandjerrys/status/1267875868673794048
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Other brands that took this critical decision faced similar responses. But that’s not to say these decisions weren’t 

right. They’re long term changes that will take time to impact. By listening to the voice of the customer, incorporating 

consumers into the rebrand processes, they should come out stronger brands.

That goes for any brand looking to adapt their corporate climate to be more encompassing. This isn’t trendjacking. It’s a 

long term integral decision that needs to be ingrained into the whole company. If you think engaging in the Black Lives 

Matter discussion will help for an easy marketing win, you will deservedly face negative backlash. 

Looking back at Ben & Jerry’s tweet, these types of actions are at the core of the ice cream company. And therefore 

gain the respect and response they deserve. They earned 42.2K followers in the days that followed this tweet - followers 

who thought the brand honestly believed in the things they do. The company wasn’t trying to jump on a trend - just 

expressing something they’d always believed in.

https://twitter.com/jcroda/status/1267886740984877057
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Visual insights are another way to find valuable category insights for a brand. Not just identifying what people say 

about your brand, but showing you how they interact with it too.

When we look at the CPG industry during lockdown, from March to May, you would expect a significant number of 

brand visuals to be inside - consuming products indoors. And yet, the split wasn’t as defined as expected.

Yes. The majority were indoors. But not as significantly as you’d expect. There were three reasons for this.

• People tried to make the most of their time outside, whether enjoying more meals in the yard, garden, or in 

public spaces when possible.

• People reminisced in posts about what they’re missing, with the freedom of the great outdoors being high 

on those wish lists.

• People looking forward to what they would do once the crisis was over, which often entailed traveling and 

visiting family. 

These visual category insights not only help 

us understand the mindset of people during 

the lockdown, but how it affected their buying 

aspirations. This helps us predict what CPG 

products will face increased popularity in the 

coming months.

Consumers are longing  
to eat alfresco 

https://twitter.com/lnnerPrincess/status/1263550487246356480
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Audience insights help us understand the motivations of different buyer personas. When we 

 segment the audience over the last 30 days of June, we can see different categories trending. For  

Millennials, conversations around snacks are starting to peak, while bottled drinks are trending for parents.

Candy and snacks were key conversation drivers for both demographics over the lockdown, as people took to grazing 

and comfort eating to boost emotions. Which links directly to purchasing figures - cookie and cracker sales rose by 

nearly 30% at the start of the pandemic. 

But for Millennials, snacking became dominant at the end of the month. This was linked to a story about meat-free 

proteins - which will lead to more affordable plant-based alternatives in the future.

While for parents, their focus has turned towards the use of plastic bottles in the drinks industry, and the environmental 

impact that can have. The conversation is 15.1% negative, highlighting this as a major issue.

These are both signs that we’re slowly returning to a new normal. The crisis is no longer dominating conversations, but 

instead demographics are reverting to the core issues they care about. They’re thinking beyond the now and towards 

future impacts again.

Normality returns 
with historic trends

Millennials

Parents

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/16/well/eat/pandemic-snacking-junk-food-habits-eating-weight.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/16/well/eat/pandemic-snacking-junk-food-habits-eating-weight.html
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Cannabis (THC) infused food and drink
As cannabis usage becomes legalized across more US states, and the world overall, we’re seeing THC infusions being 

introduced into several food categories. The net sentiment around this is increasing over time, from 18.9% in July 2019, to 

70.2% in June 2020.

Non-alcoholic drinks
As consumers look to continue pre-lockdown healthy lifestyle choices, and to counteract any additional drinking habits 

they may have picked, non-alcoholic beverages and mocktails are on the rise. The word cloud around mocktails shows 

the ingredients people are incorporating, and that they were still key on occasions such as Valentine’s Day.

Rising trends -  
Delivering changes
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Rise in subscription boxes
Subscription boxes offer an easy, yet fun way for 

consumers to buy their favorite products. With a box 

designed for every persona, mentions of subscription 

are increasing, peaking in May 2020 (5.2K mentions 

compared to the usual 2.4K mentions). Consumers are 

even highlighting gaps in the market for brands to exploit.

Reduced packaging
The lockdown and increased reliance on online shopping has brought the awareness of packaging to the forefront. 

Looking at #plasticfree, mentions have decreased over the last 12 months as more critical conversations take over, the 

net sentiment has increased. People are becoming more impassioned about the topic (from 53.1% positive in July 2019, 

to 81.4% in June 2020. Other hashtags around the topic are starting to increase in mentions.

https://twitter.com/xdulceee/status/1259921760457240576
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UK - Yorkshire Tea
Yorkshire Tea has started making waves on social media, as they proactively engage with conversations around the 

brand. One unexpected peak was due to public outcry after the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer was photographed 

with the brand. Although the brand handled the conversation effectively, if they’d been monitoring the brand logo, they 

could have detected the mention sooner, minimizing the impact.

Africa - Distell
Distell, the multinational brewing and beverage company, faced a tough time during the coronavirus crisis. South Africa 

implemented an alcohol ban as part of the nationwide lockdown. They adapted the company output, focusing on 

producing pure alcohol for hand sanitizers, which would be distributed for free to vulnerable communities across the 

country. This helped them maintain mentions through the crisis, with a fairly consistent net sentiment throughout.

Local insights

https://www.talkwalker.com/blog/what-is-image-analysis
https://twitter.com/RishiSunak/status/1230849813119471616
https://twitter.com/Bunnahabhain/status/1257234084708913152
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Middle East - Almarai
Almarai, the Saudi dairy company, ran a popular engagement campaign across social media at the start of the year. 

They posted a series of puzzles that connected with their customers’ competitive side - which was then shared as 

people wanted to try and outdo their friends and family. The campaign hashtag (#حبراو_نمخ - guess and win) was used 

24.5K times over 2 months - with about half of the engagement from retweets and shares.

US - Gatorade
Sometimes the simplest action can get a brand a lot of 

attention. Basketball player Kawhi Leonard was caught 

pre-interview removing a bottle of Gatorade from the 

table, stating he wasn’t sponsored by them. However, this 

action actually brought more attention to the well-placed 

product, with 21K mentions and 216.4K engagement. This 

demonstrates that a sponsorship could be valuable in  

the future.

https://twitter.com/almarai/status/1219524037522493440
https://twitter.com/Farbod_E/status/1229648481997864967
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APAC - Milo
Milo is a popular drink across the region. And consumers 

love to engage with it. For the past 6 months, many of 

their mentions were user-generated. The brand logo was 

shared 226K times in that period, with no textual mention 

of the brand. Offering insights into how these consumers 

connect the product with their day to day lives. This tweet 

alone gained over 33K engagement, with similar results 

for those echoing the meme.

India - Amul
Amul is India’s largest food product organization, and often engages their customers through the active use of social 

media. One of their methods is the use of mini comic strips starring the Amul Butter girl. She comments on all trending 

issues, sometimes controversially, with an average of 412 engagements per post from the company’s Twitter feed. 

Staying on trend is paying off for the brand.

https://twitter.com/kentutist/status/1273265302256513024
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Key takeaways

Methodology
Insights were collected from Talkwalker Analytics, which 

combines data from social media, reviews, news, blogs, 

and owned data, to provide a comprehensive overview 

of the CPG consumer conversations.

Queries focused on industry keywords, categories, and 

brands, for a complete picture of the industry, with 

segmentation and custom filters created to pinpoint 

key categories and topics.

Quick Search was also used to get a historic view of the 

industry, with 13 months of data available.

For the 50,000+ products in a supermarket, it’s often not the product that leads to a purchase. It’s the consumer. Their 

emotions, connections, motivations, all lead to that buying decision.

What you need to do for those sales is pull the right consumer insights, and maximize those sales.

• Consumers are switching to e-commerce for food essentials. Adapt your sales channels to  

meet expectations.

• Self-sufficiency is on the rise. While this may be a risk for some products, it’s an opportunity for others.

• Consumers are becoming more socially conscious. Brands need to be too, but from the inside out, and not 

just as a marketing ploy.

• Consumers have an appetite for the outdoors. Expect increased demand for products that can be  

enjoyed outside.
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https://www.talkwalker.com/free-demo?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=CPGReport&utm_term=EN&utm_content=report&utm_campaign=industry-report-CPG

